
Chemistry Chapter 14 and 15 Vocabulary Crossword Puzzle
Complete the crossword puzzle below.
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Down
1. the contribution that one gas in a 
mixture of gases makes to the total 
pressure
2. water that contains dissolved 
substances
4. the tendency of molecules to move 
toward areas of lower concentration until 
the concentration is uniform throughout
6. is represented by R and has the value 
8.31
7. the dissolved particles
8. states that the pressure of a gas is 
directly proportional to the Kelvin 
temperature if the volume remains 
constant
10. a compound in which only a fraction 
breaks into ions in solution
11. a heterogeneous mixture containing 
particles that are medium in size
13. a compound that contains water
15. describes the relationship among the 
pressure, temperature, and volume of an 
enclosed gas
18. a mixture from which particles settle 
out upon standing
19. the dissolving medium

Across
3. _____ of effusion states that the rate of 
effusion of a gas is inversely proportional 
to the square root of the molar mass
5. a measure of how much the volume of 
matter decreases under pressure
9. a gas escapes through a tiny hole in a 
container
12. a compound that does not conduct 
electricity in either aqueous solution or the 
molten state
14. includes all four variables - P, V, n, and 
T
16. a compound that fully breaks into ions 
in a solution
17. states that for a given mass of gas at 
constant temperature, the volume of the 
gas varies inversely with pressure
20. states that the volume of a fixed mass 
of gas is directly proportional to its Kelvin 
temperature if pressure stays the same
21. a compound that conducts electricity 
when it is in an aqueous solution or in a 
molten state
22. _____ of partial pressures states that 
the total pressure for a mixture of gases is 
equal to the sum of the partial pressures


